
 

Geoff Hunt and Alan Reeves 
present 

 

"A Shalford Stroll" (the 2017 Andi'Cap) 
 

The Queen Victoria 
Station Row, Shalford, Surrey GU4 8BY 

Sunday 15th April, 2.15 p.m. 
 

 

The Walk: An easy-going walk with short gentle climbs, approx. 2.9 miles mostly along tarmac. 
There is one stile that can be by-passed. No unavoidable deep mud or puddles but we still 
recommend boots. 
 

The Venue: The Queen Victoria is a friendly pub eatery next to the station in Shalford village. It 
was put together from 2 cottages the year after the station opened in 1849.  
The pub is both walker and dog-friendly and has an extensive side garden. There is bar and 
restaurant dining with a varied menu and Sunday roasts. It is open from noon to 11 pm on 
Sundays. Food can be ordered until 4 pm. See www.thequeenvictoriashalford.com for full 
details, or tel: 01483 566959.  
There is parking along Station Row and the side streets. There is a car park at the recycling 
centre on the other side of the railway, and the station car park has all day parking for £1.30. 

 

 
 

OS Grid Reference: TQ 002 471 
 

Directions: The Queen Victoria, Station Row, Shalford, Guildford GU4 8BY. The pub is next to 
Shalford railway station. 
From Guildford on the A281: Passing the Seahorse pub on the right, carry on for 600 yards and 
Station Row and the Queen Victoria are on the left. 
From Shere on the A248: Continue through Shalford to the roundabout and turn right. Station 
Row and the Queen Victoria are on the right after you cross the bridge over the railway line. 

www.thequeenvictoriashalford.com


Public Transport:  
Train: Shalford station is on the GWR service from Guildford to Redhill. See National Rail 
Enquiries www.nationalrail.co.uk The service is roughly hourly until late evening. 
The Redhill trains arrive xx:17. The Guildford trains arrive xx:36. 
 
Bus: The 32 bus runs from Guildford to Dorking and stops at Shalford station. The service is 
every 2 hours but ends around 6 pm. See Traveline www.travelinesoutheast.org.uk 
The Dorking buses arrive xx:54. The Guildford buses arrive xx:18. 
 
 

A Shalford Stroll - Map of Route 
 

 
 

www.nationalrail.co.uk
www.travelinesoutheast.org.uk


 

Geoff Hunt and Alan Reeves 
present 

 

"A Shalford Stroll" (the 2017 Andi'Cap) 
 

The Queen Victoria 
Station Row, Shalford, Surrey GU4 8BY 

Sunday 15th April, 2.15 p.m. 
 

Distance: 2.8 miles         Time allowed: 4 hours 
 

 

Starter Clues 
The answers are all on the outer faces of the pub from the left hand side to the right hand side 
and round as far as the garden gates after the side door. 
 
1 Have you fallen head over heels? This is the place to say how it feels. 

 
2 Upset (not amused) over quite nice hat. 

 
3 A gritty alternative to Baked Alaska? That rings a bell. 
 
Stage 1 800 metres 
Turn right from the pub and pass the school to the main road. Cross over the main road 
(NB: there is a crossing at the bridge) and take the path at the broken finger post. This path runs 
into a side street. Keep left and rejoin the path to open countryside. Turn right and follow the 
path until after 600 metres it turns right to a main road at a pelican crossing. 
 
4 In a good cause, Corbyn, May, Cable and Lucas, join in the applause. 

 
5 Apples App? 

 
Spare A Kite gassing - unfortunately a common sight in the countryside. 

 
6 NU2OD 

 
7 Madness in such quiet lanes? Mais oui! 
 
Stage 2 800 metres 
Cross the road at the pelican crossing and turn right. After 50 metres turn left along Guildford 
Nature Trail to Shalford Mill. Continue on through a field to a stile at a tarmac track. Turn right 
and follow the track to a gate with a sign "Public footpath" "Keep dogs on a lead". 
 
8 Full of Murdoch's chaps trying to coach May perhaps? 

 
9 Try messing with these ashore. 

 
10 Local authority freely admits their students' results are the pits. 

 
11 Vote rigging has occurred despite strong security. 

 



 
Stage 3 550 metres 
Follow the track until a bridge over a stream is reached. 
 
12 He let dog run wild? 

 
13 Route links the pair. 

 
14 Royal cracks reported? 
 
Stage 4 400 metres 
Follow the track to the level crossing and cross it to the other side. 
 
15 Hardly a quiet residence,  

the noise from these engines must be intense. 
 

Spare B Pies  Us 
 

16 Perhaps I’m in. 
 

17 A quartet of traditional beer reportedly lines up here. 
 
Stage 5 500 metres 
From the crossing, turn right and then quickly fork left through the playing fields. Where the path 
reaches a tarmac track, go left on the track to a bridge over a stream. 
 
18 Not welcome here, and it’s made someone cross, 

whether they are ‘being treated for asthma’ or not. 
 

19 The overall tally at last - and at first. 
 

20 Twisted stingy cad sure to be looked down on. 
 
Stage 6 600 metres 
Follow the track past the houses until it reaches the main road. 
 
21 Romantic heirloom used as security? 

 
22 Provided for louts and bugs - and in France saw god return. 

 
23 The racket made by Paul Hogan after one tube too many? 
 
Stage 7 500 metres 
There are no clues for the next 350 metres in Shalford village. Follow the main road, cross the 
side turning at the green to the roundabout and cross over. 
Turn right to the recycling facility. Turn left at the recycling facility and follow the path to the 
bridge over the railway. Cross the bridge and turn right back to the pub. The stage ends at the 
main road (NB: there is a crossing at the bridge). 
 
24 Confused cub. 

 
Spare C Breakfast with Jasmine and Earl Grey. 

 
25 Catholics with gunpowder welcome. 
 



A Shalford Stroll - Young Walkers' Questions 
 
The stage details are the same as given in the Andi'Cap question sheet. 
 
Start 1 Who was not amused? 

 
 2 Where can you see a "bee" with "two eyes"? 

 
Stage 1 3 Who is the king of letters? 

 
 4 What might hazel trees be made of? 

 
 5 Which bunch like to munch? 

 
Stage 2 6 Who is always running but never moves? 

 
 7 Is he telling her a pony tale? 

 
 8 Who is watching? What are they watching? 

 
Stage 3 9 What is in what? 

 
 10 What is the first teenage? 

 
 11 Who is the best catcher? 

 
Stage 4 12 Arthur's best friend lives here? 

 
 13 What is happening in the middle of Shalford Station? 

 
 14 Grand opening is the price of failure? 

 
Stage 5 15 Where might good service give you an advantage? 

 
 16 How many men will you always find watching cricket? 

 
Stage 6 17 Where does water flow across water? 

 
 18 What grows quickly? 

 
 19 Who is on the stage? 

 
Stage 7 20 What sort of bus stops? 

 
 21 Good looking. It's what they are trained to do. 

 
 22 Would you like one in a story? 
 



A Shalford Stroll - Andi'Cap Walk Answers 
 

1 "TripAdvisor" "Recommended" sign in window. 

2 "The Queen Victoria" in gold letters on pub front (anag). 

3 "Friedland" doorbell at side entrance. 

4 "Shalford PreSchool" sign - 4 hands red, blue, yellow and green. 

5 Road sign "Bramley 1 ½". 

6 "Nutwood" sign on gate. 

7 "Chiens lunatiques" sign at Beech House (anag). 

8 "Blue Sky Performance Improvement" sign. Murdoch is main Sky shareholder. 

9 "The Seahorse" public house & sign (anag). 

10 "Guildford borough scholars trail" sign. 

11 "VETO" padlock on gate (anag). 

12 "Beware of dog" "The Lodge" signs. Anagram of "The Lodge". 

13 "ABUS" & "Master" padlocks on gate chain. A bus route / route master. 

14 "Kingfishers" house sign. "fishers" sounds like "fissures"? 

15 "Merlins" house sign. The Merlin was a powerful aircraft engine. 

16 "Mobile Mini" on container. Anagram of "Mini". 

17 Double track railway. "Four rails" sounds like "four ales". 

18 Round "No Cycling" sign with an "X" and "no cycling" written on it. 
Sir Bradley Wiggins suffers from asthma. 

19 "Total" on score hut. First letters of "The overall tally at last". 

20 "Durey Castings" drain lid (anag). 

21 "Turner" security alarm at Grove Cottage. Turner was a Romantic painter. 

22 "Litter" "Dog Waste" signs on bin. Dog waste is 'et saw god' backwards. 

23 "Fosters Row" house name. Paul Hogan advertised Fosters lager. 

24 "UBC" in large letters on container (anag). 

25 "Fancy a plot?" sign on gate. 

A ........................................................... 

B ........................................................... 

C ........................................................... 

 



A Shalford Stroll - Young Walkers' Answers 
 

1 Queen Victoria. 
 

2 Sign in a window "Member BII" - a B with two I's. 
 

3 "GR" on red "Post Office" pillar box. Initials of George Rex. 
 

4 "Nutwood" sign on gate. 
 

5 "Animals Grazing" carved on gate. 
 

6 "CIA" alarm has a running man under CIA. 
 

7 "Please DONT fed anything to the ponies" sign - girl with two carrots and pony. 
 

8 "Neighbourhood watch area" sign with policeman and people. 
 

9 "Bull in field" sign on gate. 
 

10 "1 3" on Telephone Pole. 
 

11 "Kingfishers" house sign. 
 

12 "Merlins" house sign. 
 

13 "Shalford Pressure Reducing Station" sign. 
 

14 "Penalty for not closing the gates £1000" sign. Grand is slang for £1000. 
 

15 3 Tennis courts at school. 
 

16 3 - Score board with "Batsman", "Batsman" and "Last Man" 
 

17 Bridge over stream - 1 small & 1 large black pipe alongside each other. 
 

18 "Root fast" sign on rubbish bin. 
 

19 Passengers. Stagecoach decorative metalwork at Clover cottage. 
 

20 A local bus. Sign "No stopping except local buses" "24", "32", "53" and "63". 
 

21 "1st Shalford Scout Group" sign at hut. 
 

22 "Fancy a plot?" sign on gate. 
 

 
 



 

 



 

 
 


